The Gospel According to Matthew

When, Where and By Whom Was it Written?
Early Church writers believed it was written by Jesus’ disciple Matthew, the tax collector. However, it seems to have been composed in Greek, not Hebrew, though the writer shows a detailed knowledge of Israelite traditions. They also seem to have been aware of the destruction of Jerusalem and the Temple in 70 AD. Jesus’ main opponents in the book are the Pharisees, who were most active in the late first century. It was therefore likely written by a multilingual, educated Israelite sometime in the late first century.
Because it was quoted by Bishop Ignatius of Antioch around 110 AD, it may have been composed in Antioch, Syria.

Why Was it Written?
Like the other Gospels, Matthew is written among and for a believing community. Internal evidence suggests they were likely Christian Jews, who considered their faith in Jesus as the Christ – the Messiah, the chosen and anointed son of God – to be congruent with the faith of their ancestors. Other Jews did not agree, although Gentiles (non-Jews) were surprisingly receptive to the message. At the same time, the community experienced significant internal conflict. This Gospel, then, devotes considerable attention to Jesus as the fulfillment of the Hebrew scriptures and devotes more attention than others to the question of what it means to be part of this increasingly distinct community, the Church.

What Are Its Major Parts or Themes?
There are three major sections, separated by the phrase “From that time on”:
The Identity of Jesus (1:1-4:16);
The Ministry of Jesus (4:17-16:20);
The Death and Resurrection of Jesus (16:21-28:20).

Jesus’ teaching is organized into five sermons or speeches:
The Sermon on the Mount (Chapters 5-7);
The Missionary Sermon (Chapter 10);
The Parable Sermon (Chapter 13);
The Community Sermon (Chapter 18);
The Eschatological (End-Times) Sermon (Chapter 24-25)

How Does It Relate to the Rest of the Bible?
Generally speaking, Matthew is an expanded version of Mark, especially in the sections where Jesus teaches. The writer seems to have relied on Mark, a second source also used  by the writer of Luke, and a third source unique to Matthew, especially the birth and resurrection sections.
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